Generically, ejection chains are methods conceived to allow solution transformations to be e ciently carried out by modifying a variable number of their components at each step of a local search algorithm.
Introduction
We consider the vehicle routing problem (VRP) under capacity and route length restrictions de ned as follows.
Let G = (V; A) be a graph where V = fv 0 ; v 1 ; ; v n g is a vertex set, and A = f(v i ; v j ) j v i ; v j 2 V ; i 6 = jg is an arc set. Consider a depot to be located at v 0 and let V 0 = V n fv 0 g be used as the set of n cities or customers. A non-negative cost or distance matrix C = (c ij ) is associated with every arc. We assume that m identical vehicles are used, each with capacity Q, and their number is a decision variable. Vehicles make collections or deliveries but not both. With each vertex v i in V 0 is associated a quantity q i of some goods to be delivered by a vehicle. Thus, the VRP consists of determining a set of m vehicle routes of minimal total cost, starting and ending at a depot, such that every vertex in V 0 is visited only once by one vehicle, and the total quantity assigned to each route does not exceed the capacity of the vehicle which serves the route.
We will also consider an extension of this problem in which a service time i is required by a vehicle to unload the quantity q i at v i . It is required that the total duration of any vehicle route (travel plus service times) may not surpass a given bound D, so in this context the cost c ij is taken to be the travel times between the cities.
The problem is important in numerous practical applications and depending on the context di erent algorithmic approaches should be taken for a problem solution (see, Laporte 17 ], Rego and Roucairol 24] for a survey on exact and approximate algorithms and Laporte and Osman 18] for a bibliography on routing problems).
Generically, vehicle routing algorithms can be classi ed into four types: constructive algorithms, which build routes by successively adding an unrouted city at each Essentially, the rst three groups concern methods which produce solutions very quickly but whose quality is not usually on a par with that reached by the fourth group of algorithms which can also be used to improve solutions given by the other algorithms.
Recent developments in local search improvement methods, namely in metaheuristic techniques such as simulated annealing and tabu search, have resulted in algorithms which have found the best solutions for the VRP, as well as for several other di cult vehicle routing problems (see Laporte and Osman 19] for a bibliography on metaheuristic techniques). Nevertheless, to reach such a high quality of solutions which are often optimal these metaheuristic algorithms usually consume a signi cant amount of time when compared with other methods.
Therefore, in several practical situations it may be more advantageous to obtain rapidly a not so good feasible solution rather than waiting much longer for a better one. This is the case for several dynamic vehicle routing problems where additional orders may arrive during the route period (e.g., by random telephone calls) and therefore the route planning could be reoptimized to consider such new demands. Another example occurs in problems involving complex tactical restrictions where an interactive system may be required to make decisions, often in real-time. A concrete example of such complex situations occurs in a real-world vehicle routing problem discussed in Rego and Roucairol 25] .
In this paper, we propose a new heuristic algorithm for the VRP which has the advantage of the solution power provided by the Tabu search framework and in addition provides good solutions very quickly.
A fundamental contribution made by our algorithm concerns the consideration of a new neighborhood structure based on a subpath ejection chain method for generating moves from one solution to a new one. Moreover, the method is applied without the bene t of associated metaheuristic strategies, except of the simplest form, in the role of "bookkeeping" operations instead of in the role of performing advanced guidance. The value of our contribution is to show that even this very basic and unenhanced use of our approach is competitive with the best strategies that instead rely extensively on metaheuristic guidance to achieve their results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The subpath ejection chain method is described in section 2, followed by a presentation of the algorithm in section 3. The computational results are reported in section 4, and the conclusion is given in section 5.
A subpath ejection method
We are interested in methods for generating neighboring vehicle routes which di er from a given current solution (considered for transformation) by sequences of alternating paths or cycles.
The ejection chain process
We describe an ejection chain method which undertakes to identify a reference structure to guide the generation of alternating paths and cycles from the current solution at each iteration of a local search method.
The ower reference structure This structure, which we call the ower reference structure, is de ned as a spanning subgraph, which consists of a path attached to multiple cycles representing routes. It can be viewed as an extension to the stem-and-cycle reference structure de ned by Glover 12] and considered in Rego 22] for the traveling salesman problem.
We de ne a stem to be a subpath (v r ; ; v c ) which leads from a node v r called the root, to a node v c called the core of the ower. Also, with respect to the reference structure topology, each cycle (v c ; ; v i ; ; v c ), with v i (i 1) belonging to exactly one route, will be called a blossom.
Finally, we will use the term star to describe the set of edges (v c ; v s ) in a blossom. For convenience, we say that a vertex v i belongs to an edge, path or cycle if v i is one of their components.
An example of the ower reference structure is shown in Figure 1 . We now describe the ejection chain process where at each step a subpath of a route is ejected in the form of a stem. To do so, we will consider ejection rules that We distinguish rules to create an initial ower structure from those considered to transform one ower into another. Figure 2 shows an example of a solution transformation by using the rules which will be described below, and we will refer to diagrams of this gure whenever necessary. In the gure, dotted lines denote edges which may be considered for insertion, and small edges that are marked by crossing them with small parallel lines denote edges which may be deleted. Bold lines indicate that the corresponding edges are in fact chosen to be deleted or inserted to perform a move.
Starting an ejection chain
The chain starts by creating a ower structure from an initial solution (cf. diagram 1). We will consider two possibilities to do this based on two starting rules. 
Growing the chain
We now describe rules to produce ejection moves allowing the transition from one ower structure to another. Note that the resulting ower structure transformation (which occur by applying one of these rules at each level of the chain) successively change the identity of the root vertex but do not change the core vertex. Thus, the core vertex is maintained constant throughout the chain and always identi es the depot. In fact, the number of vehicle routes can vary so that it becomes: reduced, if the chain starts by applying rule S1 and a type I trial move is applied to obtain a new solution. Such a situation could have occurred if in diagram 1 rule S1 had been chosen to end the process with a type I trial move (as occurs in diagram 5).
increased, if the chain starts by applying rule S2, and a type II trial move is applied to obtain a new solution.
Alternating path considerations
It should be noted that the use of rules 1 and 2 at each level of the chain favours the generation of alternating paths but does not guarantee alternating sequences of added and deleted edges. Speci cally, the fact that vertex v q becomes the new root v r may guarantee that the edge to be added from v r was not in the current solution that will be transformed. Nevertheless it may occur that the selection of the next vertex v q to which v r will be linked leads to deleting an edge (incident at the new vertex v q ) which is adjacent to another that was not in the current solution either.
Allowing the violation of the alternating path construction during an ejection chain makes the process less restrictive, increasing the move options, which may yield heuristic advantages in the context of the problem considered in this paper.
In our perspective the main advantage of incorporating the alternating paths is based on the following consideration. For a solution in a given iteration of a local search algorithm, not all the edges are "wrong", i.e., only some of the edges do not belong to the optimal solution. It is reasonable to suspect that wrong edges are scattered in the solution and not localized or clustered in a given region of the solution subgraph.
In our opinion, a fundamental drawback arising in local search algorithms concerns the use of procedures which perform moves of small scope, as by modifying the solution only in two or three edges at each iteration. This usually leads to solution transformations in subsequent iterations that are limited to modifying edges only in restricted regions of the solution subgraph. Obviously, such a procedure makes local optima very dependent on the initial solution. If this dependency is likely to be manifest when the best improvement criterion is used for move selection, it is even more likely to appear when the rst improvement criterion is used (in procedures where the neighborhood search systematically starts from a given vertex of the solution subgraph). This is the case for certain algorithms based on k-exchange procedures for which neighborhoods are evaluated in a pre-de ned order; e.g., always from the vertex labeled as the depot. Also, the approach of changing a small and pre-de ned number of edges at each step, instead of considering relationships among a large number of edges (or variables) to determine an appropriate subset to modify, seems myopic relative to an objective of global optimality.
Owing to the reasons presented above an alternating path approach becomes useful to avoid adjacent edges from being simultaneously modi ed at the same step of the algorithm. Nevertheless, such a modi cation should not be completely forbidden in order to allow the most promising changes to be carried out. Moreover, in our algorithm such a procedure is enhanced by being incorporated in an ejection chain process where the number of edges in an alternating path varies dynamically according to the best combination of submoves and therefore adaptively with the solution to be modi ed at each step.
The FLOWER algorithm
This section presents a description of the flower algorithm. For the neighborhood search the algorithm considers the subpath ejection method described in the previous section and a tabu search guidance process is used to de ne paths in the solution space graph.
In the algorithm we will distinguish two levels of tabu search. The rst level regards the process used to govern the neighborhood search during the ejection chain construction, and we will call it a low level tabu search (LL-TS). In contrast, we will call a high level tabu search (HL-TS) the method which guides the search that incorporates the ejection chain process as a subroutine.
We rst address the neighborhood search procedure. Then the main algorithm is presented.
The low level tabu search process
The low level tabu search is the process responsible for the selection of deleted and added edges at each level of the chain. It can be described as follows.
In order to prevent the method from generating ower structures already considered at previous levels of the chain, and also to govern the creation of alternating paths, we impose a condition stipulating that no deleted edge should be subsequently added back. From the implementation standpoint, this process is controlled by inserting each deleted edge into a tabu list TL with a tabu tenure of one iteration. Nevertheless, this restriction is relaxed when evaluating trial moves.
The algorithm allows added edges to be deleted in subsequent levels of the chain with the exception of edges which are added immediately after deleting previously inserted edges.
The two foregoing restrictions, which we call the legitimacy restrictions, assure that a given solution can be transformed into any other by means of an ejection chain application and derive their theoretical foundations from Glover 12] .
For any vertex v in V 0 , we de ne its h-neighborhood N h (v) as the set of the h vertices closest to v, and consequently we de ne its legitimate neighborhood as the subset of these vertices that do not violate the legitimacy restrictions.
Thus, we de ne the legitimate neighborhood of a given vertex v i as a set: An important feature of the algorithm regards the choice of the chain starting rules. Since in rule S1 one edge is deleted and no other is added, this always results in a cost reduction in relation to the current solution. Moreover, as the longest edges are usually selected to be deleted this leads to the fact that rule S2 is rarely chosen to start the chain, which is a fundamental drawback for the algorithm convergence. To overcome this we consider a parameter to introduce an arti cial evaluation of rule S1. Several experimental tests were carried out in order to obtain a sensitivity analysis of the variation of during the search for problems with di erent characteristics, and no rm criterion was found. However its random variation within speci c intervals (of real values) proved to be very advantageous and may be justi ed as follows:
< 0 rule S1 is highly penalized. Rule S2 is certainly performed; 0 < < 1 penalizes rule S1 in relation to rule S2; > 1 favours rule S1 to be performed.
The general Tabu search procedure can now be described as as follows. ; bounds on scaling factor used to weigh up the deletion of edges in the star;
; bounds for the tabu tenure;
h the number of neighbors of a given vertex, j N h j= n:h de nes the cardinality of the candidate list set.
Procedure FlowerEjectionChain (S, l max , h, , , , , n max ) Perform this procedure while n max is not met:
Starting the chain Consider S to be the current solution and initialize S = S to be the best solution found. Set k = 0 and set = 1 to be used in LL-TS. Set both the core vertex and the initial root vertex to be the depot, v k r = v c = v 0 .
Generate a random value in the interval ; ] of real values R. 
Performing the move and improvement test
Generate a tabu tenure in ; ] for HL-TS. Update the current solution S from FC k , and put the corresponding deleted edges into TL for the next iterations. If a new improved solution is found (i.e., C(S) + k < C(S )), set S = S and reinitialize the number of iterations without any improvement in the objective function.
Complexity
The complexity of the ejection chain procedure is determined as follows. To select an ejection move 2n operations may be necessary. Then, it is possible to reach a number of trial solutions equal to the number of vertices in the star except for vertex v c , which depends on the number of blossoms or feasible routes. As the number of routes is at most equal to n, a trial solution can be chosen in less than 2n operations. Thus, one level of an ejection chain may be evaluated in O(n) time, and O(n 2 ) levels may be considered according to the legitimacy restrictions. Thus, the overall complexity of an ejection chain may reach O(n 3 ). However, since the number of routes is in general much smaller than n and as in practice the best level k selected for the move never goes over n, then the real complexity of one step of the algorithm may be de ned in O(n 2 ).
The high level tabu search process
The high level tabu search process is carried out by a standard form of a tabu search algorithm where di erent search strategies are obtained simply by changing the value of the tabu tenure and introducing an additional term in the objective function.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in obtaining good results by e ciently taking advantage of the proposed neighborhood structure rather than exploit sophisticated memory structures like those proposed in Glover 14, 13] .
Basically, the algorithm considers values randomly chosen in speci c intervals ; ] and these limits are reduced or increased depending on whether we wish to localize the search around a given region of the solution space or to drive the process to other directions not yet explored. In addition, the frequencies F(v i ; v j ) of each deleted and added edge are used later on to penalize or favour the consideration of these edges in the modi cation of a solution. Then, the multiplication of these frequencies by a factor randomly generated in the interval 0:1 p n; 0:5 p n] de nes the additional term to be considered in the objective function to reduce or increase its value, respectively according to whether the intensi cation or diversi cation strategy is used. After successive calls of the FlowerEjectionChain procedure the algorithm considers the process of inserting vertices in alternative routes. Finally, the algorithm ends by reoptimiz-ing each individual route using the SPE algorithm developed by the author for the traveling salesman problem (see, Rego 22] for details). It should be noticed that this post-optimization procedure is called only once because the ower ejection chain process usually leaves routes well scheduled, hence spending extra computational e ort is not justi ed.
Computational experience
The performance of the flower algorithm was tested on a set of thirty problems from the literature. The rst fourteen problems (C1 to C14) are the classical test problems described in Christo des, Mingozzi et Toth 3] . Problems F1 to F3 correspond to real-world problems taken from Fisher 6] . Finally, problems T1a to T4 are instances considered in Taillard 29] and Rochat and Taillard 27] . Problem sizes range between 44 and 385 cities in addition to the depot.
Our computational results are summarized in Table I . In the rst three columns we present the problem characterization. In the column, \C" indicates that the problem considers restrictions on the vehicle capacity. If in addition a limit is imposed on the route duration this is denoted by adding the character \D". The next column presents the best known solutions. The quality of solutions obtained by our algorithm is evaluated and measured in terms of its relative percentage deviation (RPD) from these best solutions. Bold characters denote the best known solutions and asterisks indicate values which had already proved to be optimal. Nevertheless, with respect to the Fisher problems these values are optimal for a xed number of vehicles and all of them must visit more than one city. In the remaining columns we report results for runs where the algorithm considers a xed set of parameters and for other runs where better solutions are sought by using di erent combinations of and . The \CPU" column denotes the running time until the algorithm terminates the search. The best solution is often found much sooner. Finally the average quality of the solutions produced by each algorithm is reported in rows \AVG" for each group of problems and row \T-AVG" reports averages for all the problems. Our computations were performed on an HP9000/712 using the C language. Solution values were calculated with real distances.
Independently of the interval taken for all the other parameters are xed or vary regularly according to the problem size. Speci cally, we have xed l max = 60, h = 30 and n max = 2n for all the runs. Regarding the tabu tenure, takes values in di erent amplitudes of intervals in di erent phases of the search, but such limits do not vary from one problem to another. 
Analyzing results
We can see that even in its most general form the algorithm produces solutions of high quality, deviating by about two and half percent on average from the best known solutions over all the problem sets. Furthermore, these solutions become signi cantly improved simply by changing one of the algorithm parameters. Note that to obtain such a solution quality it was enough to do some experiments combining and values within the narrow interval ?6; 6]. Some comments may be made for each problem group. It was shown in Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte 9] that for the rst 14 problems no heuristic algorithm for the VRP gives solutions that are on average less than two percent above the best known solutions. Exceptions are made for some Tabu search and Simulated Annealing based algorithms at the expense of increased running time.
For instance the Taillard's algorithm 29] takes more than 1200 seconds (on a Silicon Graphics 4D/35) to nd solutions that are on average about 1% over the best known solutions, and others like that of Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte 9] require a similar running time to reach twice the average deviation from the best known solutions on the same machine. Yet, the tabuchain algorithm described in Rego and Roucairol 23] requires about half of this time (on a less powerful machine, namely a Sun Sparc IPC workstation) to obtain solutions which are on average less than 1% above of the best published. Results for these two latter algorithms will also be reported further for the remaining test problems.
Other e cient tabu search and simulated annealing algorithms have been carried out by Osman 21] . The simulated annealing variants in fact are based on including a strategic oscillation strategy from tabu search. Recently Rochat and Taillard 27] have designed a probabilistic based tabu search algorithm which produces interesting results specially for non-uniform problems (F2 to T4 in Table I ) as will see later in the present paper. Nevertheless, we consider that the running times used by any of these algorithms are very acceptable given the quality of the solutions found.
Also, for Fisher's problems only one optimal solution is unknown. For these the best known solutions are obtained by the Lagrangean based heuristic described in Fisher 6] , where the times 2984:4, 6301:8 and 15230:4 seconds were required on an Apollo Domain 3000 respectively for problems F1, F2 and F3. The flower algorithm does not nd the best solutions to these problems, but nds solutions very close to them within a small fraction of the computation time (72 seconds on average). Meanwhile, a new improved solution for the problem with 134 cities has recently been found by Rochat and Taillard 27] but no computational time has been reported by the authors.
Comparisons with alternative algorithms
In order to get a better appreciation of the algorithm performance we have made some comparisons between the solution quality produced by our algorithm and that obtained by other heuristic algorithms recently published for the VRP. Here we are mainly interested in making comparisons with algorithms whose goal is to rapidly converge to a good solution. In Table II Looking at Table II we can draw the following conclusions. The petal algorithm yields solutions very quickly but their quality remains far below those obtained by the other algorithms. The lbh cannot compete with any of the other algorithms in terms of solution quality or computation time. Finally, the flower algorithm is clearly superior to all the others, producing better solutions and also requiring less running time.
In addition, as none of these algorithms has been tested on the remaining set of problems, we have selected another set of algorithms which have been considered as some of the best heuristic algorithms for the VRP (see, Gendreau, Hertz and Before making comparisons we should notice some algorithmic considerations. Both tabuchain and flower algorithms run from a single starting solution for each problem instance. The Clarke and Wright procedure 4] is used to provide an initial feasible solution for the tabuchain algorithm. Moreover, for the current problem set tabuchain makes use of a constant setting of parameters for all the problems. In contrast, for pts 5 runs are performed on 20 initial solutions.
As we can see from the table, a similar running time is taken by the pts and tabuchain algorithms. For this computation time the pts algorithm nds solutions about 0.3% better than the tabuchain algorithm. Nevertheless, due to the consider-ations described above no further conclusions can be drawn about the performance of these algorithms.
For the problems considered in this table the ghl algorithm is not competitive with the others. However, we recall that for the Christo des test problems good results were found by this algorithm (see, Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte 9] and Taillard 29] ).
The flower algorithm compares advantageously to all the others, especially when good solutions must be found quickly. It is about 6 times faster than pts and tabuchain in nding solutions around 1% above the best known. Moreover, we believe that better results can be found by our algorithm if di erent parameters are chosen.
Conclusion
We have described a new neighborhood structure to explore the solution space in local search methods for vehicle routing problems.
Ejection chain methods have already proved to be very useful in several di cult combinatorial problems. We have taken advantage of such a framework to generate compound moves based on identifying a reference structure to chain successive moves. We have shown how solution transformations may be carried out by means of special forms of alternating path constructions which have proved to be very useful to identify the most promising collections of added and deleted edges considered for a solution transformation.
By analyzing the ejection chain e ect on a solution transformation we have determined that the number of levels chosen for the move greatly vary from one iteration to another, thus demonstrating the exibility of the method to transform a given solution. In addition, as typically occurs in ejection chain processes, we have veri ed that solutions produced by intermediate moves are often infeasible with respect to the problem constraints. Hence, our transformations cannot be obtained by processes that preserve the admissibility of a solution at each step.
For the search guidance we have considered the tabu search framework. The results were quite encouraging, and suggest the relevance of applying the proposed approach to other combinatorial problems. In fact, our method gets much better solutions than a simple and extremely fast types of approaches, and it is much more e cient than the methods that obtain results of comparable quality. Moreover, our method achieves its results without signi cant reliance on a \metaheuristic" such as tabu search or simulated annealing, but only by uses a trivial form of tabu search for bookkeeping operations. By contrast, the other methods that currently achieve solutions of comparable quality make extensive use of metaheuristic approaches and require longer to obtain such solutions.
Finally, we believe that by introducing some additional features the algorithm may be further signi cantly improved. These may include the consideration of other algorithm parameters for the edge selection as well as more advanced memory structures to explore the solution space in an adaptive way. Procedures that join our approach with more advanced metaheuristic strategies provide a direction for future research.
